Group size elicits specific physiological response in herbivores
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With increasing group size, individuals commonly spend less time standing head-up (scanning) and more time feeding. In small groups, a higher predation risk is likely to increase stress, which will be reflected by behavioural and endocrine responses. However, without any predator cues, we ask how the predation risk is actually processed by animals as group size decreases. We hypothesize that group size on its own acts as a stressor. We studied undisturbed groups of sheep under controlled pasture conditions, and measured in situ the cortisol and vigilance responses of identified individuals in groups ranging from 2 to 100 sheep. Both vigilance and average cortisol concentration decreased as group size increased. However, the cortisol response varied markedly among individuals in small groups, resulting in a lack of correlation between cortisol and vigilance responses. Further experiments are required to explore the mechanisms that underlie both the decay and the convergence of individual stress in larger groups, and whether these mechanisms promote adaptive anti-predator responses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Participating in large groups generally reduces the risk of predation for an individual [1]. This observation has generated an extended literature focused on the dilution of predation risks and enhanced predator detection as group size increases. Individuals in larger groups spend less time scanning their environment and more time feeding, while predator detection rate at the group level is maintained [2]. However, while predation risk is commonly assumed to drive scanning decisions, little is known about the mechanisms that regulate individual vigilance as group size varies.

There is considerable evidence that predation risk affects behavioural decisions [3]. For example, impalas (Aepyceros melampus) are more vigilant under high predation pressure than in low predation sites [4]. At a finer scale, impalas raise their head faster and chew less when experimentally exposed to recordings of lion roars compared with a control situation [5].

Physiological responses of wild animals to brief exposure to predation risk have also been documented [6]. Under life-challenging circumstances, a neuroendocrine response stimulated by a threatening event involves the sympathetic adrenal medullary system and the hypothalamo–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis. Glucocorticoids and other hormones in the HPA cascade initiate and orchestrate the emergency response, triggered within minutes to hours. Accordingly, the concentration of HPA axis hormones (i.e. cortisol) is used as an index of acute stress and any stimulus that causes such an increase is identified as a stressor [7]. However, a major question still remains: in the absence of predator cues, how is the risk of predation processed by animals as group size varies? We hypothesized that group size itself acts as a stressor. We therefore predicted that both physiological and behavioural stress responses should decrease with increasing group size, even in the absence of external stress stimuli. To test this hypothesis, we studied undisturbed groups of sheep under controlled pasture conditions, and measured in situ cortisol and vigilance responses of identified individuals within groups of differing size.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Fieldwork was carried out in November–December 2008 at the Domaine du Merle (5.74° E, 48.50° N). From a flock of 1200 sheep, 200 unrelated 18-month-old Merino Arles females (mean body mass 41 ± 1 kg) were randomly selected and identified by a painted number. The experiments were conducted between 10.30 and 12.00 h in four 80 × 80 m adjacent pens, within a familiar native pasture. The pens were mutually visually isolated by a 1.2 m-high green polypropylene net. Four groups of either 2, 3, 4, 8, 16 or 32 individuals were introduced into the pens, simultaneously selecting at random the four group sizes tested daily. Grazing pressure was quasi-balanced by a rotation of groups of different sizes in each plot. Because of adverse winter weather, not all planned replications were possible (nine with groups of 2 and 4, ten with groups of 8, 16 and 32 and eleven with groups of 3 sheep). Four replications were done with groups of 100 sheep prior the aforementioned ones.

The 12 sheep (cortisol-sheep) for which we extracted saliva were tested only once per group size. The behaviour of each cortisol-sheep was recorded for 1 h using four digital cameras (Canon EOS D90) from the top of an 8 m-high tower located at the centre of the set-up, taking one snapshot every second. In order to avoid recording atypical behaviour owing to the introduction event, only the last 30 min were analysed. The behaviour of sheep (grazing, walking, vigilant and others) was extracted every second using a custom software [8]. However, behaviour could not be determined in groups that were too far from the camera, or in groups of more than 16. We obtained 10 full sequences of behaviour in groups of 3 and 16, nine in groups of 2, eight in groups of 4 and 6 in groups of 8 sheep.

Four replications were done with groups of 100 sheep prior to the aforementioned ones. The 12 sheep cortisol-sheep for which we extracted saliva were tested only once per group size. The behaviour of each cortisol-sheep was recorded for 1 h using four digital cameras (Canon EOS D90) from the top of an 8 m-high tower located at the centre of the set-up, taking one snapshot every second. In order to avoid recording atypical behaviour owing to the introduction event, only the last 30 min were analysed. The behaviour of sheep (grazing, walking, vigilant and others) was extracted every second using a custom software [8]. However, behaviour could not be determined in groups that were too far from the camera, or in groups of more than 16. We obtained 10 full sequences of behaviour in groups of 3 and 16, nine in groups of 2, eight in groups of 4 and 6 in groups of 8 sheep.

Within 10 min following the end of the tests, groups were moved back to a holding pen where saliva was collected using a swab (Hartmann). This 10-min period was short enough to extract cortisol secreted only during the test [7]. The saliva-moistened swabs were placed in a 10 ml polypropylene tube (Dominique Dutscher) and centrifuged (3000g; 4°C; 10 min). The extracted saliva samples (n = 62) were each placed in a 1.5 ml tube and stored at −20°C until radioimmunoassay [9].

Cortisol concentrations were log-transformed and the proportions of time devoted to grazing, walking and scanning by each cortisol-sheep were quantified using a grid that was overlaid on the video sequences. The effect of group size on both cortisol concentrations and activity budget was tested by running a mixed-effects linear model with group size as a fixed factor and sheep identity as a random factor.

3. RESULTS

Salivary cortisol concentrations decreased with increasing group size ($F_{1,48} = 6.28$, $p = 0.015$; figure 1a).

Interestingly, this relationship results from the high sensitivity of some (10–40%) individuals tested in small groups (up to eight sheep), whereas all individuals...
secreted less cortisol in larger groups (figure 1). Consequently, the variability of cortisol concentrations increases as group size decreases (Bartlett test: $K = 31.86$, d.f. = 6, $p < 0.001$; figure 1a). Figure 1a makes it possible to estimate a basal cortisol concentration per individual, using values obtained for group sizes of 16 or more. We found significantly higher levels of cortisol in groups of up to eight sheep when compared with groups of 16 sheep (Sign test: $p = 0.04$, $n = 22$; figure 1b).

Sheep spent more time grazing and less time scanning as group size increased ($F_{1,30} = 30.77$ and $F_{1,30} = 40.24$, respectively, both $p < 0.0001$), whereas the time spent walking remained constant ($F_{1,30} = 1.91$, $p = 0.18$; figure 2). The inter-individual variability of time spent scanning did not differ significantly among individuals for group sizes ranging from 2 to 16 (Bartlett’s test: $K = 1.71$, d.f. = 4, $p = 0.79$; figure 2b).

In order to examine the links between behavioural and physiological responses, we used the individual responses for scanning rate and cortisol concentration measured in groups of 16 sheep as a baseline and then calculated the per cent difference for smaller groups, which provided a standardized assessment of departure from basal levels. We found no significant correlation in the magnitude of this departure between time spent scanning and cortisol concentration (Spearman test: $r = 0.4$, $p = 0.066$, $n = 22$).

4. DISCUSSION

Our experimental design allowed us to test whether individual behaviour and physiology respond to variation in group size in the absence of external stress stimuli. The observed group size-specific responses, despite the absence of any predation risk, indicate that the behavioural and the endocrine modifications reflect a marked influence of the social environment. Clearly, individual vigilance decreases (while time spent foraging increases) with increasing group size, in agreement with the group size effect observed in birds and ungulates [2,10–11]. Secondly, cortisol

Figure 1. (a) Mean (± s.e.) saliva cortisol concentrations (ng ml$^{-1}$). The inset indicates the standard deviation of cortisol concentrations among individuals for each group size. (b) Individual sheep cortisol profiles. The lines link the concentrations of cortisol for each individual in each group size. The inset indicates the mean (± s.e.) per cent difference in cortisol concentrations for groups of 2, 3, 4, 8 and 32 sheep compared with groups of 16 used as a baseline.

Figure 2. (a) Mean (± s.e.) proportion of time spent grazing, scanning and walking (top, middle and bottom traces, respectively) as a function of group size. The inset indicates the standard deviation among individuals of the proportion of time spent scanning for each group size. (b) Individual sheep scanning profiles. The lines link the proportion of time spent scanning for each individual tested in each group size. The inset indicates the mean (± s.e.) per cent difference in scanning activity for groups of 2, 3, 4 and 8 compared with groups of 16 sheep.
was secreted in higher quantities and more variably among sheep in small than in larger groups. A marked modification occurred between groups of up to eight and larger groups, presumably reflecting lower stress in large groups.

Previous studies showed that the presence of conspecifics or social cues reduced stress responses in several species [12]. Our results show that stress attenuation also depends on the number of conspecifics [13]. One might assume that higher cortisol levels underlie higher levels of stress and arousal, and thus could facilitate both the acuity of the detection of predators and glucose available for escape behaviour in small groups [7]. Whether all individuals respond in the same way to group size remains unclear. On the one hand, higher inter-individual variability of cortisol levels in small groups suggests that some individuals are more sensitive to small group sizes than others [14], as already shown in kangaroo vigilance [15]. On the other hand, a collective amplification of stress and/or appeasement through interactions between group members is plausible.

Unexpectedly, group size-specific variation in cortisol concentration and vigilance levels did not correlate. Most individuals displayed moderate variation in cortisol concentrations when tested in different group sizes, whereas vigilance level was highly sensitive to varying group size. Further behavioural analyses are needed to improve our understanding of how individuals cope with stressful social situations, and to clarify the links between scanning and stress-physiology when controlling sheep identity and social factors.

This study provides evidence that decreasing group size itself probably acts as a stress moderator. Because of the higher predation risk when in small groups, this stress response might in turn facilitate adaptive responses such as arousal and preparative actions for escape behaviour in case of predator attacks [16]. However, the lack of correlation between individual cortisol concentrations and scanning suggests that the regulation of scanning as group size varies emerges instead from finer social interactions [17]. Furthermore, our results are consistent with the ‘social buffering’ effect on relief from stress and open a new avenue on how the presence of conspecifics modulates stress reactions, but also question the influence of idiosyncratic responses on stress at the group level. Additional experiments are required to explore the mechanisms that underlie the decline and convergence of individual stress levels in large groups and whether such effects impact anti-predator responses.
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